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Films Feature Indian ·village, 




Exercises "Piano Player" 
Shoot the Piano Player is a film 
about a man who has withdrawn 
from human experience. He ''wants 
not to care anymore, not to get in-
volved, not to feel," writes Pauli!le 
Kael in her book I Lost It at the Mo-
vies. Charles Aznavour will play this 
man on Friday at 7 and 9 p.m. in 
Pendleto!l. 
Pauline Kael continues, ''He has 
reduced life to the level on which he 
can cope with it - a revery between 
him and the piano," so that, "every-
thing that happens outside his soli-
tary life seems erratic, accidental, 
unpredictable - but he can predict 
:the pain. 
"When he did care, he failed the 
wife who needed him and caused 
her death.'' Agab, in the course of 
the film, he cares for someone, but 
the girl is destroyed and he with-
draws into solitude. 
'Breathless• World 
Made on a low budget. with a scant 
crew, in the early sixties, the film 
depicts the same fast-changing, mo-
dern world which surrounded the 
characters in "Breathless." However, 
in Piano Player a pensive, "melan-
cholic'' man is acted upon, not the 
"active, thoughtless" youth of the 
earlier Godard film. The thrill of a 
street scene, the calm of a snow-
lade!l hillside, the mystery of the 
human face all are explored in the 
world Miss Kael describes as "the 
world of absurdities that is so much 
like our own in whioh people sudden-
ly and unexpectedly turn i'nto 
crowns." 
Continued on page six 
"Kaleidoscope" 
"Kaleidoscope Orissa," revolving 
around the focus of folk art in Orissa. Eugene R. Black, distinguished 
explores the creative patterns of the [)residential advisor a·nd financier. 
people in this east central Indian vil- will speak at this year's commcnce-
lage. The Mayling Soong Foundation 
will present the film o!l Monday, May ment on "June 4." 
23 at 4:30 iand 5: 15 p.m. in Jewett Mr. Black is perhaps most well 
Auditorium. known for the work he did as presi-
Orissa lies in a relatively unsol)his- dent and chairman of the World Bank 
ticated, lesser-known part of India "'.-" from 1949 until !his retirement from 
its counterpart in the U.S. would be bhat post in 1963. Among many other 
Vermont. Native arts delicately ex- positions, he presently is the Special 
amined by the camera in "Kaleido- Financial Co!lsultant to the Secretary 
scope" include pottery, religious General of the United Nations, U 
painting, intricate textile work, and Thant, and a member of the United 
colored chalk dmwings on earth. l 1\J'ations Investments Committee. 
Through these craf.ts, which an~ ofte!l I Advisor on Asia 
precise family industries, the viewer .
1 
Mr. Black has served the U.S. gov-
catches glimpses of family life. 1 ernme·nt under two administrations. 
Contin16'tl "'" "°'' ~•lht , Under President Ke!lnedy he was a 
Special Advisor on the Supersonic 
Trans-pnrt Program. Lyndon Johnson 
appointed Mr. Black to the Presiden- · 
tial Foreign Aid Committee and to 
the President's Special Foreign Policy 
Committee. Mr. Black is also the 
President" s Special Advisor for 
Southeast Asia Economic and Social 
Development. 
Curre!ltly engaged in private bus-
iness in New York City, Mr. Black 
also serves on the board of directors 
of many corporations. He is also a 
trustee and chairman of the Finan-
cial Committee of the Ford Founda-
tion, a trustee aqd president of the 
American Shakespeare Festival, and 
chairman of the John F. Kennedy 
Library. b addition, Mr. Black is a 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~! direc~r ~ the AUantic Council, Pro-
A dmiSSiODS Seeks Diversity, ject Hope, and the International Ex-ecutive Service Co11ps. Eugene A. Black 
S V • d p Many Honors Princeton, and Yale. P0flS0rS . arJe rograms Mr. Black has received muny dee- Mr. Black was born in AUanta, orations, among which is the insignia Georgia, and was graduated from 
CPEO E d T II I N Y C of the Grand Officer of the Legion f·he University of Georgia in 1918, xpan S a iS Il • • • d'Honncur. He ho1cls honorary doc- having been elected to Phi Beta 
The Seven Sister colleges and the Miss Barbara Clough, direotor of toratcs from many universities, b- Kappa in his junior year. He served 
Ivy League schools received a admissions, and Pam Leach '66 )!l- eluding Columbia. Harvard, Oxford, - in the U.S. Navy during World War I. 
$96,498 federal grant last week for terviewed more than 40 talented 
the expansion of their recruitment of Negro high schDoT juniors in New 
able high school students from under- York City last weekend. The inler-
privileged areas. views were sponsored by the Na-
The 15 colleges sponsor the Cooper- tional Scholarship Service and Fund 
ative Program for Educational Op- for Negro Students, an organization 
portunity, which will receive the re- affiliated with over 200 colleges and 
cent1y allocated funds. The CPEO has universities. 
sent college faculty members to all NSSFNS held its second stude·nt-
parts of the country, particularly the college i!lterview session at the Com-
South, to encourage talented se!liors modore Hotel. Approximately 2000 
to apply to the sponsoring colleges, students with high academic stand-
Conlinl6td on IHll~ ~ight iJngs met with representatives of 115 
Psychologist and Drug Users 
Provide Ne~r Slant On LSD 
Editor's note: The authors of this effort that eventually must be made. 
article, Al!an Y. Cohen, Robert Drey- Describe and Justify 
Although drug enthusiasts fre-
russ, and Frederick Chapman, have qucntly turn to Eastern philosophers 
Annual Tree Day Bacchanalia 
Thickens Theban Traditio11 
colleges. 
all had extensive experience with the a!ld spiritual teachings for meta-
so-cal1ed "psychedelic drugs." Dr. phors to describe and justify their 
Cohen, who recently completed re- psychedelic experiences, no authen-
quirements for a Ph.D. in clinical tic teachings or guides have ever 
Variety of Schools psychology at Harvard, is now a . 
dd. · t th I Le d sanctioned t::he use of drugs in the In a 1t10? o e vy ague an teaching fellow in Social Relations at 
the Seven Sister ?chools, many small the University and Director of Re- quest of increased awareness and 
colleges, Catholic a?d P~otestant search for Potentials, Inc., a psy- en~:~!e~e~t~tements of Avatar Me-
scihools, and state umvers1t1es were I chological consulting firm. He was her Baba are pertinent. Baba is a 
hy Mary Lefkowitz '57 represente.d. closely associated with the early 
l h d P ·n<rn-sectarian spiritual Master - liv-The college community will o!lce tree nymphs dressed in green, may- Both Miss. C oug . an am . an- psychedelic research of Richard Al-
f t cl I i!lg now in India - who is acknowl-again celebrate the expected return ·pole dances, and spontaneous races swerecl questrnns. or mteres e. gir s: pert and Timothy Leary, has been a 
of spri'ng at the annual Tree Day ex- were added by eager students, like, Pam attended high school m New member or the staff at the Castalia edged East and West as the authority 
· I h t d Lh t on higher slates of consciousness. ercises, followi!llg up the initiatory for example, the unrehearsed "Call York. Miss C oug comm_ c;i e a Foundation, and has taken psyche-
( 11 d th t <For one, U.S. psychedelic spokes-:hoop racing and chase on sophomore of Mortals to the Tulip Tree" present- "it was aw u Y goo w1 a ea.m delic drugs over 30 times. Mr. Drey· 
fathers' weekend. Such rites have ed by the senior class b 1899. like that; it was very worthwhile fuss is a J96S graduate of Boston man Dr. Richard Alpert recognizes 
generally been held to be essential at These were performed perhaps in having a student there." University who has been studying I 
Baba's mastery in this field.) 
women's institutions of higher learn- archetypal memory of other spring Although the informal ta~ks di? not Eastern psychology and recently re- Removed from Realty 
ing. rites, like the closely supervised replace the regular reqmred 1~ter- turned from India, has had extensive When consuUed about psychedelics, 
W 11 I h d d Baba replied: "The experiences The first trees were pla.'lted in a dances of bacchant women on Mt. view for e es ey, t ey prov1 e personal experience with these 
· w 11 1 • tt t which drugs induce are as far re-simple ceremony on May 16, 1877, Cithaeron near Thebes. As ~he an- another slep m e es ey s a emp drugs Mr Chapman will receive bis 
ll d t h · ht th · · moved from Reality as is a mirage but by the end of the century a mas- cients wisely understood, contro ed to attract stu en s w o m1g o er- A.H. from Harvard College in June 
from water. No matter how much que in the renaissance manner, with expressions of this type are helpfully wise not apply. and has been awarded a Fullbright 
you pursue the mirage you will never 
Tree Day dancers await Peter (Wellesley's modern-day) Pan on 
Severence Green. 
teaching scholarship to India for quench your thirst, and the search 
1966-67. Also having had extensive for Truth through drugs must end in 
drug experience, his academic spe- disillusionment. Many people i!l India . 
cialty has been in the psychology of smoke hashish and gunja - they see 
mysticism. colors, forms and lights and it makes 
I 
The use uf drugs - from mari-
juana and amphetamines to LSD, 
I 
DMT and peyote - is now a major 
controversy. Psychedelic or "con-
sciousness-expanding" drugs can pro-
vide experiences so impressive and 
·profound that more and more people 
are looking to them as the most im-
mediate and effective way to deepen 
perso!lal insight and expand aware-
ness 
them elated. 
But this elation is only temporary. 
It gives o·nly experience of illusion, 
and serves to take one farther away 
from reality. '11he feeling of having 
had a glimpse of higher states of 
consciousness may only lull one bto 
a false secudty. Although LSD is not 
a physically addicting drug, one can 
become attached to the experience 
arising from its use, and one gets 
tempted to use it .in increased doses. 
That these experiences are impres- again a·nd again, in the hope of 
sive 1s a well-established fact with deeper and deeper experiences. But 
us; we have actively followed drug ·this can ccnly lead to madness." 
research from its earliest roots and Our experience corroborates Baba's 
are thoroughly familiar wibh the en- statement: drugs of any \kind inevit-
chantments of almost every facet of I ably become a blind alley for sclf-
psychedelic indulgence. Searching for fulfillme~t. T~ rely o~ :xtcrnul 
lasting positive value, however, we means is to ignore one s inherent 
concluded that drugs con1Sti.tute only I capaci.ty to realize his own greatest 
•a subtle escape from the oonscious potential. 




Rooming Remedy that a girl who c~mes ~o Wellesley \ ~aying, "The. col~eg.e pursues a ~ol­
to enrich her experience m the class- ·cy of non-d1scnmmatory roommg. 
To the Editor: room and dormitory automatically I If you have any objections to rooming 
Anyone who has ever cursed the prefers to live with her economic, ra· with a girl of a different background, 
\'IT A knows that one of the keynotes cial and religious counterpart from do !1ot hesitate to indicate below." 
The college calendar has an aura of sanctity about it, but it is 1f administration policy is egalitar- another region of the country. The The generous hope of the college 
good to know that it is not written in indelible ink. Three decisions ianism. I am glad to see lhis prin- girl who is mature enough to welcome to make things easy for the students 
regarding next year's calendar evolved from last week's meeting of ·irle exte!'lded to the problems of relationships with those who are dif.
1 
unior~una~ely cnc?u~ages complacen-
the Academic Council, and we are pleased to see that both hindsight · ooming freshmen. A letter to the ferent is therefore considered the ex- cy, sustains preJud1ce and accentu-
and foresight are demonstrated in these changes. editor two weeks ago asserted that ceptio!1. I would hope that this con· ates differences. I believe the atti-
A winter recess will foJlow the sixth week pressure pe~iod in 11c admin;stration is careful to room clu5ion insults the student body. ' tude toward rooming should not be 
Term II (Feb. 15-20), which should Jessen the heavy amount of ogether girls of the same religion or The traditional justification for this 1 merely revised, but reconstructed on 
cutting apparent this year when students and faculty were f~rced ~o t :Jcc. In response, Mrs. Tenney has a'titude points out that while homog- the foundation of a positive awareness 
undergo an uninterrupted term of classes. That spnng vacation will · '. rnred us that "this practice is no enous rooming facilitates adjustment, that a Wellesley student is mature 
~ fi h d h b lo1ger an issue." Is this because the girls are still free to choose their and bde-pendent enough to welcome. 
be two days shorter seems insigni cant w en compare to t e ene- iluation has been remedied or be- friends from those of diverse back· rather than avoid, new experiences 
fits of a mid-term break. Incidentally, because the end of Term 11 '.::rn~e no one has discussed it openly r;rounds who live in close proximity. :md different friendships. 
ha~ been moved up several days, classes will no longer end on Good .n recent years'? This argument rests on an ambigu- Si·ncerely, 
Friday. . . . . . From the girls roomed together i;i ous assumption. Either girls of dif· Wendy Mariner '68 
Other rehg1ous interests have not gone unnoticed. J?w1sh stu- 'heir freshman year in the class of tere!1t backgrounds can or cannot live 
dents who wish to remain at home for Rosh-Hashanah, which occurs 1968. I to(J have noticed too many compatibly and form lasting, mean· n h D • • 
at the beginning of Term J, may register late without incurring penal- matched pairs for coincidence to ex- I ingful friendships. It is my observa- I : ~ye lSCUSSlOn 
ties. They must be at the college by 1 1 p.m_ Sunday, Sept. 18 but 
1
.)Jain. Only careful selection governed tion from the post-freshman room- 1 To ~he Editor: 
must inform their heads of house of the <late of their return by by a policy of comfortable adjust· mate5 an::! friendships that dissimilar- I May I clarify one point which ap-
Sept. 8. . mcnt could produce so many ~o?m· 1 it~ of ?ackgrouind does not inhibit re~red in last week's editorial in 
The introduction of the new recess brought up once again th• ; mcites of t?e same race, relig10n, lncndsh1p. . . . , which y~u regrett.ed th~ lack of any 
familiar bogus of calendar days. Students may now leave or return I even educatwnal and econorruc back- As th_e editorial m la.st weeks News opport_um~y for d1scuss10n of course 
late before and after both the Thanksgiving and the winter rcccssc~: :;rnun<l. so art~culately ~xplai~ed., we mu~t m:-itenal •n Psycholo~ 101 ?. t 
they will sign out in accordance with the customary ovcrni!:!ht rcnis- . .1 am pleased to see tha_t me~ber~ appreciate the ~1fflcult1es inherent m 
1
. In fact, voluntary d1scus~10n mee.-
. 1 Th· h d t ff t th · ~ f t i:- if the class of 1970 are bemg g1ve:-i a freshman rooming. I do !lot advo- J!'lgs were held by the mstructors tratl<?n proccc. ur~. IS c. ange · ocs no a cc e opening 0 • erf!l" .. hance to request to live with girls cate inviting trouble. To avoid po- :- nee a mr.nth. Some of the studer.ts 
but fortunately It )~)oks like calen<lar days arc gradually withering ·f dissimilar background, but this is tcntially explosive situations, the col- ! 'Nho responded to an evaluation ques-
away - to nobody s sorrow. :till the negative approach to prog· lege could include a positively worded i tionnaire sent to all those who had 
e-roFreedom" Begins at Home 
One of the most provocative lectures on campus this year was 
a talk delivered on May 2 by Gerald M. B~rlin, former Assistant 
A Horney General of Mass. (sec p. I of the May 5 News). Mr. 
Berlin's subject was academic frcc<lom; hc dealt with long-standing 
and new problems facing colleges and universities today, many of 
which are familiar to most students, but some of which arc Jess 
known and merit publicity and investigation. Paradoxicnlly, this lec-
ture on academic freedom was closed to the major portion of the 
college community. Only faculty members and seniors were invited 
to attend. . 
ress. The college seems to assume statement on the application form ! ::lected the course, suggested addi-
Tree Day, 1966 
Peace Is Wher~ You Find It 
by E/Jen Jaffe '66 
··They shall beat their swords into ploughshares," 
I learned in 104. 
Perhaps Wellesley is taking the first step. 
Perhaps it is no 
Coincidence 
That Tree Day this year falls on Armed Forces Day. 
Ministering to ourselves, we'll have 
Crew races and class cheers 
While in Viet Nam we're playing war games 
Whose casualty lists 
Call forth no cheers 
l tional discussion sessions, and we 
I plan to increase the number next year. We had a good response to the 
I questionnaire a!'ld we hope to use 
I 
i everal other suggestions, including 
a method for providing time for 
questions during the lecture period 
itself. 
Sincerely, 
Thelma G. Alper 
Chairman, Psychology Dept. 
I J-n Appreciation I To the Editor: The reason given for the exclusiveness of Mr. Berlin's talk is 
that the group invited consisted of those most likely to be concerned 
with the problems he discussed, that the issues involved primarily 
teachers or soon-to-be teachers. In addition. it had been thought 
that a more limited audience would enable Mr. Berlin to speak more 
freely on a controversial topic. Another hypotht.:sis to account for 
exclusion is that singling out seniors from the rest of the student 
body is an impetus for them to attend a lecture - hut we earnestly 
hope that this is mere conjecture. j 
As it turned out, the lecture scheduled for I 12 Pendleton was 
moved to a much smaller room. an<l Mr. Berlin's valuable comments 
were delivered to a minuscule group. Thus, many students were 
deprived of an opportunity to learn nbout matters that nre very 
much relevant to them as undcrgra<luates, as potential teachers, and 
as citizens. 
But sick rage, as men - not trees to grow again -
As those who submitted the r~­
quest, we would like to thank Mi'ss 
Clapp and the Administrative Board 
for granting permission to Jewish 
upperclassmen to register late for 
the academic year 1966-67 which be-
gins on the Jewish New Year, Rosh 
Hashanah. Allowi!lg students to re-
l turn to Wellesley on Sunday, SeJ>-
tember 18, 1966 will a11eviate greatly 
the difficulties in finding synagogue 
places for Wellesley students in the 
We see no validity in any reason which excludes more than 
2h of the college community from lcctl)rcs of widespread interest 
nor do we think it justifiable that an articulate and able speaker be 
forced to speak in a near-empty hall. We hope that precautions will 
be taken in the future to see that this type of offensive and embar-
rassing situation does not occur again. 
Further Distinctions 
Recently juniors planning 370 work in senior year received 
letters from the Curriculum Committee, suggesting further planning 
for the honors project, explaining the purpose of 365 work. and 
describing examination requirements for the award. Tucked in at 
the tail-end of the Committee's suggestions was the announcement 
of something new: the division of the 370 program into "Honors" 
and "High Honors,'' to -be added to the traditional distinction be-
tween ''General Honors" and ''Honors in the Major Field" (the 370 
program). As the Committee words it. "students who achieve a 
grade average of A- or better in the whole honors program (paper 
and examinations) and who maintain at least Wellesley College 
Scholar standing in the overall record will be recommended for the 
award of High Honors. Students who achieve a grade average of B 
or B + in the whole honors program :.ind who maintain at least 
Wellesley College Scholar standing in the overall record will be 
recommended for the award of Honors." 
Perhaps the Committee feels that the enormous number of 
honors candidates calls for further division, that the lowering of 3 70 
requirements from B average with B + in the major to a general 
B average makes honors something less than special. But News finds 
this extra distinction directly contradictory to the spirit expressed in 
the widening of the honors program. Opening 370 to a wider range 
of capable students liberalized the honors program. enabling more 
students to elect independent work; adding two units of 365 to the 
existing two units of 370 enabled girls in "365" departments to elect 
rnore independent work. But the division of 370 into "Honors" and 
"High Honors" is a throwback to the new system; it puts an addi-
tional and unnecessary emphasis on grades. 
No one expects the 370 program to be a bed of roses; most 
candidates realize that they are "electing'' summer study, a thesis, 
and an oral examination, as well as a good deal of hard work. But 
we do expect it to be somehow freer than course work. an experiment 
in independent study. an appraisal of how far we can get on our own 
steam. The Curriculum <;ommittee's emphasis on grades in the award 
of honors is an unn~cessary bit of rain on our parade. 
Die, buried under a soil of words. 
Closer to home, New York 
ls filled with tanks and tin soldiers marching. 
Trumpeting triumph, 
While in their forms 
I foresee the world's destruction. "us" and ''them." 
Ye gambol on the green, multi-hued 
Ranks of Porn and Tower, 
Etcetera: What do you know of war 
Today? College men 
Take their draft test 
Today. while you, with beanies for crash helmets, 
Hail your court, dive down Severance Hill, 
Draftable dates in tow. 
But are these frolics, in an evil world, 
A summons to peace, 
To life? Of course-
Tree Day is a Protest Demonstration. 
\Wrnrfurfurn~r!.mw O 
cc®1111l!@l! News 
Owm:d. 01n·rntt>d. dnd published wf'ekly on Thur,day, s .. ptt-mbl·r through May inclusiv1• 
except durin~ Christmns and sprin.[l t·a('ations and during examination pl'riods b~· the 
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l. Boston area, and in arranging trans-1 portation for students to those syna-
.1 gogues. Further, this permission will 
~~able stud~nts to be with their f am-
1hes on this solemn and important 
; ·holiday. The Hillel executive board is 
very appreciative of the consideration 
which this administrative action in-
dicates. 
Sincerely yours. 
Sarah Smith '67 
President, Wellesley College 
Hillel 
P or Big Lectures 
To the Editor: 
Now really, do we think we must 
be pampered all our lives? What is 
so bad about a large lecture course 
in introductory psychology? Better 
impersonality with an experienced 
faculty member than close-quartered 
frustration with a not-so-skillful new 
instructor. A:id much of the discus· 
sion the small classes we now have is 
supposed to generate seems to be of 
one variety - extracurricular griping 
about the lack of it. Why not talk 
over any questions or exciting reve· 
lations with the one or two fellow 
students one undoubtedly would not 
go to class without or must sit by. 
The independence we come to college 
because of or to gain seems all too 
l'risc~:~s,Kt•~1~~ :~~ often not to be exhibited. 
Joan :-tanht-inwr '68 I do not deny the value or need of 
Editor Emeritus EllE'n )1dfe '66 
r.clitor-tii-Chkf Tt'rry Pristin '67 
Associafr Editor Donna Dickt'nson '67 
Managing Editors Robin Blt•dsoe '67 
Jan(' Levin '67 
Nncs Editor Susie LindE'r '67 
]u11ior Editorial Board Jan<' Canter '68 
Assnciatc Rn>ort1•r.1 
Anne ~lurra}' '6i ... tud t f lt · t Th Gail ~li~dal ,57 ~ en - acu y m ercourse. ere are 
Barham Sc-hhtin '69 Opportunities I faculty night dinners, 
Pe!!l:!Y Stone '68 · t t El b Kay Williams '69 appom men s. Ta le, Room F, 
Arm Carter '69 lunch dates, and usually before and 
Bctr11 Dem!/ '69 ft l C"nrhin Grrrn '67 a er c ass I. Unfortunately they are 
Carli!I :\filler '67 not used enough. Perhaps because it 
Xanr!I Ro.~-< '69 
Arm S/imcnod '69 takes a little more initiative on our 
• Su<an SfNlin!!. :68 pirt tha!l raisina a hand? Karlilccn 1 hnma.< 60 , . b · 
Susaft Foster '68 
Mar)?it' Fox '68 
Anne ;\lartin '68 
\Vend" ).foonan '68 
Sl{san Spn:tt• '68 
Estellt' Stevt>ns '68 
Pat \\'orsle,· '68 
Wt'ndy Wyse '68 
Layout Editor Susan Scott '68 
Phnto!!ra1>h11 Editor Karin Rosenthal '67 
"81ociatc' Photography Editor 
Gale ~lnnson '08 
Ann Armstrong '67 
Jean Arrington '68 
Thea De,·ine '69 
Carolyn Fostt>r '69 
Chris Franz '69 
Barbara Furne '69 
Dorothy Glancy '67 
Amaridn "'ilr• 'fl ,-; Neatly Juxtaposed, the News edi-
Cartnnni•t • .\mw :-trirtin 'Ak tor:als 1 Ma~· 12> h f 20th 
Business Ma;1agrr Sally Platt '6i ' . J • pus or cen-
Circu'a.ti~n .\tanager An~r Gn!ndfost :fl~ lury impersonality at the sign-out 
Adi:crt1s111g .\la11agcr Lmda Krnknff 61 desk \"hI'le p 11' g f l9th t Photography Staff v U In Or cen ury 
~fary Eli7" '!cD1·.'iel '.P.'< t •roximity in the classroom. 
Jackie Bnggs 66 
Katf'sy Pelgrift '68 Yours for the 20th century, 
Sus.rn StE>rling '68 Mardi Moser '67 
Reporl<'rs 
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, WELLESLEY. MASS .• MAY 19. 1966 
Fat Falstaff Fails ... Marianne Moore Captfoates All Actors in Merry Wives Give 
Good, Spirited Performance b7 Bat bora Scltlain '69 Marianne Moore, ··o!le of our na-
tional treasures" in the words of 
by Wendy Moonan '68 I rogue but a fat dupe, an object ot I David Ferry's introduction, proved 
sport for two Windsor housewiYes. ! herself to be exactly that on Tuesday 
Although Shakespeare's knight 1n Mr. Kirwln's nimble movements on 1· night. The poet was a witty, modest, 
The Merry Wives of Wlnd~or (writ: stage show good stage presence, it and. charming treasure, as we~l. . 
ten tor Queen Eliza~eth, who want they neglect .the awkwardness of ::i Miss Moore began by questiomng 
ed to see the fat knight Falstaff In clumsy fat knight. Most agile or \ the American educational system, 
love) ls ~nsuccessful ln his amor- course, was Richard Glover as the I with its belief that "one degree at 
ous exploits,. the Wellesley College,. French Doctor Caius, who was able 1 ieast won't do anyone harm." 
The~te~ certamly. was ~ot unsucces~- to sport a dancing affectation with· · "Study," she remarked. "is beset 
ful m its production this weekend m out souring the audience. with dangers _ bookworms, mildews. 
Alumnae Hall. Few Fl awe , n~d complacencies." 
The comedy, Shakespeare's only 
play pat.terned after contemporary 
Elizabethan life, takes place in 
Windsor about 1597. The plot. or 
unknown source, is similar to con-
ventional Italian comedies of the 
time, ln particular, Fiorentlno's II 
Pecorone, published ln 1558. 
Comic Buffoon 
Instead ot Fiorentino's teacher. 
who advised his student how to woo 
a woman he later finds to be his 
wife, one findf; the Falstaff of King 
Henry IV, now stripped of all his 
dignity. In the Merry Wives Fal-
staff is more the comic buffoon 
type, ..engrossed in his plot to woo 
the wives of Windsor with the 
money or one of the wives' hus-
bands who wants to test her fidel· 
lty. Falstaff is even shown to be · 
stupid here, and realizing only ln 
the last act, "I do begin to perceive 
that I am made an ass." 
The two wives, first Insulted at 
receiving his two identical procla· 
matlons of love~ later are delighted 
to have an object of sport. Twice 
they set up secret meetings which 
force Falstaff to exit most uncere· 
moniously, initially in a basket of 
dirty laundry and final1y In the 
garb ot a fat old maidservant, much 
to the audience's delight. 
Complex Subplot 
The subplot of the play further 
complicates the situation. Three 
suitors are competing for the hand 
of "sweet" Anne Page, Mistress 
Page's daughter. One is preferred 
by the mother, another by the 
father, and the third by Anne Page 
herselt. 
Wives and husbands finally join 
Jn a · scheme to expose Falstaff at 
a nocturnal rendezvous. In help· 
lessness, he abandons his lechery 
and concludes, "Use me as . you 
wm.sr 
Bawdy Humor 
Directing the large and diverse 
cast, Paul Barstow fully capitalized 
on Shakespeare's bawdy humor. 
This was especially apparent In the 
S\\·ord duel and the final forest 
scene, hvo very difficult staging 
problems. The pantomime was r.oir-
Hed and lively, successfully avoid· 
ing laps! ng Into contusion. 
The characters, seemingly type-
cast, stood out as distinct fndfvid· 
~als through the actors' imagina-
tive Interpretations ot their roles. 
As a buffoon, Falstaff was more 
lfkeable than lecherous; Mistress 
Quickly, more like a flsherwoman 
than a mistress; and Doctor Caius 
more affected and choleric tha~ 
French, per se. 
The success of the play lay prt· 
marlly In the fine performances 9 t 
the actors. Ot the individual per· 
formances, Ed McDonough's por. 
trayal or the Welch parson Evans 
was both imaginatively interpreted 
and consistently excellent, whether 
dueling wfth the Frenchman dolng 
the sputs, or quizzing the 'son ot 
Mistress Page (the humor of which 
wa! lost on the audience). Al· 
though 1t ls claimed that he Is "the 
one who makes fritters of English," 
Ed McDonough mastered the Welch 
accent without rendering the Ian· 
guage incomprehensible. 
Peter Haggerty a!! the host of 
the Garter Inn made full use ot all 
the poss!bi11ties embodied In the 
role of the hearty Innkeeper, as 
did Stephen Lambert as the beauti-
ful, ff empty-headed, Slender. 
George Klrwfn's 1nteniretat1on of 
Falstaff, while more sympathetic 
than 1s usually the case, was also 
commendable. He Is not a merry 
Special note should be made or Allusiveness and Humor 
the performance of Sue ·Taylor '69 The poet, whose awards are too 
as Mistress Quickly. S'he is no longer 11umerous for mention·, then read 
Falstaft's sexy mistress, as she ts Crom her works. not taking them 1 or 
often portrayed, but a gossipy ' 't'r ~elf l too seriously to interrupt 
housekeeper who revels in her role herself with explanations or remarks 
as go-between. The performances or uhout the New Yorker 1 and even a 
Judy Symon '67 and Linda Riebel jab at Life. l The selections showed 
'67 as the merry wives were spirited the allusiveness. unusual and startl-
and lively. Miss Symon's fast-chang- ing imagery, and wit characteristic 
ing facial expressions are delight· of her poetry. 
fut, especially when she ls playing ··o To Be A Dr:agon'• 1 writte'.l in 
with her overly-jealous husband 
who says he would "rather trust a four . days l is. like the symbol it cle-
Fleming with my butter . . . or a ::;cribes "of silkworm/size or im· 
thief to walk my ambling gelding, mense." "Tell Me. Tell Me" makes 
than my wi!e wlth herself.'' Miss concrete meaning and images of ab-
Riebel, while tending to draw at· stract mathel}lntical terms. "the ab-
tention to herself, was engaging as sorbing geometry of a fant<Gsy." 
Miss Moore, David R. Ferry, and Terry Pristin '67, during a chat following 
Tuesday night's reading. 
late all of them, instead of choosing I the time," until sh,'; d~sn't even 
the best. because she had never seen recognize the poem. , I write a lot of 
a collect ion that didn't omit a poem nonsense. Some don t turn out w~ll. 
she would have liked to have seen. Sometimes it turns out a real gift. 
Too Long? That's not too often." 
Miss Moore concluded with "Epi· Favorite Poem 
Joguc to Book Six," in which she de· Asked ~bou~, her fa~orite poem, tbe 
dared. "One's skin creeps when poet~ poet replied, You n:i1ght as well ask 
take too long." me what my favonte letter of the 
L At an htcrview afterwards, Miss alphabet is." 'It is 's,' incident~~ly ·) 
Moore explained that she .. revises all "I once read a poem called The 
Edsel OL'ertake·s Turtletopper 
a handsome. sporting wife. Neither Musk Nor Ox '"""'· J"~rr,v Pristin '61 I other co!1juration, some visceral feel · 
0 I J h l • , . "The Arctic Ox" talks of "basking ~· I d d n Y osep 1 pton s rnterpreta· Anyone w. ho heard Marianne Moor.e I ing of eleganc~, f eetnc_ss, an . a · 
ti f F · in the blizzard," and calls water buf· . A . on o en ton was· uninspired: he r·cad her poetry ""'iesciay night as vanced features and design. n.ame. 
i d t b h d faloes "neurasthenic": reindeer. "too u 11 s suppose o e a. an some good· . f the "noi·mous i·a."ge of her in short , that fll1shes a dramatica Y t thi h · f serious.·' It concludes aware o " ·• · d " 
or-no ng w o 1s a ter Anne iotcrests and the continuing versatil· desirable picture in people's mrn s. 
Page's money, instead ot an honest, If you fear that you are il'v of her mind. Turning to her let- .. Colossal'' . 
ratfher bland,h suitor. It was also re.:oduingaraen. Iafdwveertciasne:'1, ebnet,cord1·a1 te.1·s I i·n A Marianne Moore Reader, Wh.at ~_Ir. Young .. and his cohort.~ 
un ortunate t at Reesom Haile was • 0 l l 1 me u bl b h to these creatures' fleece, N.Y.. Viking Press, 1961l we find th:-it hn 111 mmc was ,_a co oss~ 11~ ' 
na e to mate is fine stage I think that we de~erve to freeze. the delightful American· poetess once on t.he order of Thunderbtr~ . . 
presence with clearly articulateit Miss Moore also rcacl "In D1.strust made a valiant attempt to :;ervl" as n Miss Moore wa.s only too w1lhng to 
lines as the dapper Pistol. 1 .·..1(1 het •een of all thin(1s bia help. Her volumi!lous vocabulary of Grand Success of Merits," written during World War n 1",,e w • b • 0 • . f h 
Though The Merry Wives ot II and one of her most famous poems. l~11 s iu css ::l!ld poetry. bird-names, ev;?ent rom /r p~~~S. · 
Windsor is not one of Shakespeare's She explained that her meaning had Miss Moore entered the field of prompted her irst .sugges ion: 11,; 
best plays, its production by th fl ofte'.1 been misinterpreted; she hac1 nrnrkcting research - briefly - undo . or ~ho~nc~;c:tllyht Ae~u~1°.; 
Wellesley College Theater was a mant the plural, decorations. insignia. when in i9S5 the Foret Motor Co . en· "Hurncane., 5 e loug ' mig 1 .· : 
grand success. An appreciative not merit, which is "quite a different listed ·her aid in discovering a name an appropnate name for a seues, 
audience was well entertained thing." She prefaced her reading with f~r its ne"-: car seri·es. \\'. ilh i.ts H~1ode1ls .~1~~~nated as "H~r though it ts regrettable that mor~ the remark ... We are losing compat- "Visceral Feeling'' ncane irunc 0 • • urncane 3.q~i a 
people did not take advantage of riots in a war .again, and it's too Ford w:is faced with a dilemma. icaglei.:: '"Hurricane accipiter 
the opportunity to see It. Special much," wondering what one does Wro ~c Robert B. Young or the Mar· i twwk 1• a·n~ so on. 
t h I . .. h Id "Fish Buovancy" no e s ou d be made of Mr. Scott's about "the irreparable." The poem ketrng Resrarch De.pt., We s ou M. y ~ . 1 ·th' b t th se Sim 1 t ff · . 1 . 1.k 'h. t b c ·c th"ll a 1. annc; sa1c no mg a ou e P e, ye very e echve, stage set- passionate y cnes, ''Sha IV we never 1 c L 1s name o c m H " (1 • • • • ,.,, 
ting of Elizabethan domestic archl· h 'th t ?" I I· . I S • Tc::illy we should like it sug,.,cstccl .1ames. but m~teac1 •. ent 
ave peace w1 ou sorrow . , anc . pcc1 • • . . Miss Moort' some sketches of lhe new 
tecture. and of the very appropriate The poet read three of her tra!lsla- , ~ o have a compc!ling quality in itself 
costu.mmg, especially apparent In lions of La Fontaine's fables. She ex- I u 1<1 by itself. cars. "They are not IT. but they ('On· 
the f nal f t I · · Cmrriniu,f ari pa,r/t' ei r.:.hl 1 ores scene. 1 plained that she had decided to trans- l "To convey, through association or . ___ -··-- . 
. ----------- - -
For a completely different 
h l.d . th ··,,,, o 1 aya1n e,, ~tt:p., , 
get awa~Jh01:,F~e,Ii+ch,1"'1t , 
Club Meditertan.ee 
Mort> than 250,000 Continentals can't be wrong when 
thC'y get awa y from it a ll mch ymr at thP Club MMi-
tc•rranE>e holiday vii !ages and hnv<• a Iow-eost high tim<>. 
In the summer villages , days are for swimming, 
scuha diving, sailing and water skjing with expert, 
free instruction, or for just pl a in loafing at some· of the 
most beautiful beaches in th(• world in SiciJy, Spain, 
Ta hiti , Yugoslavia , Greece and Jsrael. Nights are for 
da ncing a nd making merry, listening to Vivaldi or 
W Club Mediterranee International Box 3614, Grand Central Station New York, New York 10017 
just watching the ,moon on its slow road to Mecca. 
In~wjnter, the Club operates eleven ski villages in 
the most sought-after winter resort areas in Europe. 
Th come with· us, just bring yourself, leave your inhi-
bitions behind and be prepared to have the time of 
your jjf c ... all at . an unbelievably low price that is 
n·ally all-indusive. Want to know more about us? Just 
fill out the coupon below or send us your name and 
address and we'1l do the rest. 
:-· 
I want a completely different vacation in the sun. · . .. . . 
Tell me about Club Mediterranee. (Check one) "::.>·\,;.;<· ... ::::::::,·> t·::: 
Please send prospectus D Please send m~mbership tfpplH~iltioq:form CJ 
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Senators Ribicoff and Dominick 
Introduce A Tuition T .ax Credit Vietnam Claims Center Stage 
by Ann Atm•#Oftf "67 
Last month, the Unite.ct States Under the Ribjcoff ·Dominick Bill, 
Senate was discuss~ng a proposal the credit is based on the first $1500 
t i) ease the college cosit burden for paid for tuition. fees, books and sup· 
parents and to help establish sch'Olar· plies per student. The amount of 
ship~ for students. This proposal calls credit is 75% of the first $200: 25% 
for the creation of a tuition tax credit of the next $300; and 10% of the next 
system. $1000. The maximum credit allowable 
In a brochure explaining the Ribi- is $325. 
coff-Dominick bill, Oliver C. Car- Fund!i for Scholarships 
michnt'l, Jr. explained that .. in· This tax credit not only affects pa· 
creased enrollment, necessary in· rents who pay college tuitions, but 
creases in faculty salaries, and gen· also taxpayers in general who wish 
eral increa~ in expen·ses in the face l to pJy tuitions for any student and 
of a shrinkinl! dollar, have forced an- ~ recri\'e credits. Thus. presumably, a 
nual operating budgets upward at an l new source of funds for scholarships 
warming rate. 0 \ will be created. 
Tht Ta~ Credit Concept 1 Mr. Carmichael feels that the chlef 
Under the tuition fax credit, each I obstacle to the passage of a tuition 
taxpayer will be allowed to subtract tax credit measure is a lack of public 
from hi!> tax bill a specified ~hnre of 
1 
understanding and awareness. He 
the Jmou nt he ~pends for college tui· therefore encourages all students and 
tirin nnd foes; this ta\': i~ hasecl on a parents to write their senators and 
clccli!'ling percentage creclit with an '. urge their support of the pending leg-
n\·crJll limit. 1 lslation. _ 
Sl-'1.:l"'f IJC)C; 
!;l:ltlJlllJl:~l~~I 
Soft as a puppy, 
yet rugged as an old hound dog. 
Salty Dog. the original all -cotton 
Scrubdenim by Canton ' ... 
today's most exciting fabric 
with tl; e "lived -in" look. 
,t.sk for Salty Dog ieans . bell bottoms, 
CPO J'ld poriderosa shirts. shorts. 
.:rnd other casual wear by leading fashion 
makers at your favorite store. 
::>ANFCRIZED ' 
Vietnam Panelists 
View U.S. Course 
by Cathy Miller '67 
Although they agreed on the basic 
criticisms of United States involve-
ment in Vietnam, the comments of 
Mrs. Eleanor L. McLaughlin, instruc· 
tor of history, Mrs. Barbara B. Green. 
assistant professor of political sci-
ence, and Mr. Paul A. Cohe!l, asso-
ciate professor of history, provoked 
a long and lively discussion on the 
subject in Pendleton last Thursday 
night. 
The overall view of the present sit-
uation tended to be pessimistic. The 
consensus was the U.S. action is prov-
ing increas~ngly unsuccessful and 
costly and that the United States 
must withdraw; there is no other 
practical oourse. 
Question Involvement 
All of the speakers declined to of-
fer alternatives to the present situa-
tion, but, in so doing emphasized the 
importance of making a distinction 
between repudiating the policy 8llld 
offering alternatives to it: one does 
not have to off er a solution to a 
problem to see that it is wrong. In-
stead, each :of the speakers raised 
pertinent questions about our involve-
ment a!ld its repercussions both at 
home and in South Vietnam. 
Mrs. McLaughlin approached the 
problem from a moral viewpoint, 
asking whether the U.S. was really 
interested in the freedom of the 
Vietnamese people to form their own 
governme!lt and noting that there 
was a question as to whether the 
conflict was a war of aggression or en 
internal civil war. She pointed out 
that other powers in a somewhat sim-
ilar situation <notably France in Al-
geria> had been able to withdraw 
honorably. 
Agree With Fulbright 
In discussing what the war is doing 
to Vietnam, Mrs. McLaugh1in said 
that the people want national expres-
sion and an end to the war, but are 
prevented by Untted States interfer-
ence. Furthermore, .the war has re-
sulted m terror and in personal 
degradation, such as begging, for 
the Vietnamese people. 
Turning to the domestic side, she 
agreed with Senator Fulbright that 
the war has resuUecl in traking our 
atte!ltion away from other import8lllt 
aCfairs, both domestic and foreign. 
If we continue fighting, moreover, iit 
will become harder for us to leave: as 
more and more lives are lost, a settle-
ment short of victory will become less 
acceptable to •the American people. 
Effect on Morals? 
She is also bothered by the war's 
effect on morals in the United States. 
'I'he American people seem to be ab-
sorbing the atrqcities of the war and 
the brutalities involved in breaking 
up "stop the war·· rallies with a 
definite "lack of sensitivity:· 
Mrs. Gree!l agreed with Mrs. Mc-
Laughlin, further emphasizing the 
fact that the cause of bhe discontent 
was that it is "unclear who we are 
Continued on pag' Je.,en 
Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high·speed 
computer for a,live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question. 
Your ideal date - such a person exists, of course. 
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer 
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take 
you to meet and form an opinion of that many people? 
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons 
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any 
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central 
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be 
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and 
background as computer science ma-kes possible. 
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are 
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous 
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their 
ideal dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and 
highly acceptable. 
All five of your ideal dates will be delightful. So 
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire. 
CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc. 
I 
22 Park Avenue • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Rabbi, Professor Debate Issue 
by Joan Manheimer '68 of the later debate focused on the 
"The United States," Rabbi Roland i!1itial American denial of and later 
Gittelsohn told his opponent, Mr. A:l- agreement to reports of two distinct 
thony D'Amato of the political sci- negotiation offers from Hanoi. "If you 
ence department ,and the Pendleton were Ho Chi Minh," Rabbi Gittelsohn 
audience last Wednesday night, ''suf- concluded, "would you believe the 
fers from ia deplorable crisis of con- United States?" 
fidence." Mr. D'Amato, speaking in rebuttal, 
Speaking as part of a debate on offered a broader, less emotional 
Vietnam sponsored by Hillel and framework for discussion of the Viet 
Chapel, Rabbi Gitteloohn attributed Nam situation, acknowledging never-
this crisis to the historical atrocities theless the veracity of the historical 
committed by the United States blunders and outrages which Rabbi 
since World War II, in Viet Nam and Gittleson had cited. 
elsewhere. Denied, Strategy? 
U.S. Subversion Mr. D'Amato suggested that the 
"Our reve11Sal of implicit promises I United States motives in Viet N~, if 
to the Vietnamese in the 1940's and ' blocked and bemuddled by sloppmess, 
our spport of plain, stark, simple, ·nonetheless may have been quite sin-
!laked colonialism in the reinstate- cere. "Government," he said, "are 
ment of French rule," he said, "are notorious Liars," a comment which 
examples of deceptions perpetrated appeared to distress Rabbi Gittelsohn, 
by the United States." but supplied a note of realism, miss-
Rabbi Gittelsohn went nn to point ing in much of the debate. _The use 
out Uni1ted States subversion of the of denials by the United States, Mr. 
planned 1956 elections in Viet Nam ! D'Amato told ·tlhe audience, may have 
and establishment of a puppet goverru- been a si!lcere and legitimate piece 
ment complete with miJitary aid of political strategy. 
which, he noted, "is in ccmtempt of Rabbi Gittelsohn based his critical 
the 1954 Geneva Agreement.'' remarks on the detailed historical ac-
After commenting on the U.S. role count of the Vietnamese situation he 
in the deposition and assassination of presented. He stressed his concern 
Diem, and in the establishment of particularly for IJhe loss of American 
eight successive non-representative troops in Viet Nam. 
governments, the rabbi caustically Asians Glad 
criticized the Umt·ed States for justi- . Mr. D'Amato, on the other hand, 
fying its presence in Viet Nam stressed the significance of the Uni-
"through invitation by its own pr<>· ted States presence in Viet Nam in 
tegees." its threat to and contai~ment of 
"Our current gigolo,'' he said, "is ; China. He pointed out tha ~mr lack of 
Premier Ky, who once commended I similar activity agaim:lt Hitler in 
Hitler. Ky called Hitler a man who Czechoslovakia and Poland and is 
'by sheer energy and dyna~sm was I con~equences . pro~i~e an argument 
able to build the German nation.' " . against .such macttv1ty today. 
The rabbi's presentation and much i Continued on · page seven 
Nine Sophs To Study Abroad, 
Probe Foreign Culture, Politics 
Taking part in Sweet Briar's Junior 
Year Abroad program next year will 
be: rear. Dorothy Mackey, Pat Mor-
rill; front, Joan Schumacher, Mary 
Bomba, all '68 Not shown Js fifth par· 
ticipant, Margaret Boyer. Photo by 
Karin Rosenthal '67. 
by A nr1e Carter '69 
Nine Wellesley sophomores will 
take their junior year abroad next 
year, trading the security of a third 
year at Welleslley for the uncertain-
ties and excitements of Europe. Mary 
Bomba. Margaret Boyer, Pat Mor-
rill, Dorothy Mackey and Joan Schu-
macher, all French majors, are tak-
ing part in Sweetbriar's "Junior Year 
in France'' program. They leave New 
York in September, on the Queen 
Mary, and after six weeks at Tours, 
"just to get acquainted wit.Ji the 
French way of education," they will 
begin courses at the Sorbonne and 
the University of Paris. 
Toya Haas will be in Paris too, 
studying at L' Academie - a private 
college that specializes in America!l 
study abroad, designed, said Toya, 
".to acquaint French majors with 
France. and - though I hate to use 
the expression - French culture." 
Susan Sterling, a German major, has 
been accepted at the University of 
Munich, and Wendy Mari~er is taking 
part in a "course in International 
Politics,'' sponsored by Smi.th Col-
lege, at the University of Geneva in 
Switzerland. 
A. rose among thorns? 
Nearer home, but no less adventur-
ous, Anne Wal.lace is to spend her 
JUmor year at Princeton, studying 
Russian and Japanese. Princeton has 
arranged this program to give out-
side students "advantages that they 
do!l't have at their own schools." 
Anne ilS interested in foreign diplo-
macy, and will take courses in the 
cultural history of Japan and Russia. 
She will be one of twelve women stu-
dents living "in a big house at the 
edge of the Princeton campus" . . . 
studybg? "I'm sure planning to do 
some," was Anne's comment. 
"Hard Decision to Make" 
For most of the sophomores in the 
Sweetbriar program, "being really 
fluent" in French is their main ob-
jective, but they also see their year 
as a chance to get to know France 
as a country. For Mary Bomba, it 
provides the opportunity to do .. the 
one thi!lg I was leaving out of Wel-
lesley - go to school in a city." 
Pat Morrill, however, had found it 
a ''hard decision to make. '' After a 
year's absence, "coming back to Wel-
lesley in the senior year, you are not 
quite a member of the college com-
munity," she said. Nonetheless, Pat 
felt that a year in Paris was still 
worth "missing lots of opportunities 
at Wellesley," and that it was a 
chance !lot to be passed up. 
Not So Enthusiastic 
If the language departments are 
"all for" the Junior Year Abroad 
schemes, other departments are not 
so enthusiastic. Wendy Mariner, eag-
er to study the ''integrated combina-
tion of courses," in political science, 
and all conducted in French at the 
University of Geneva, found it hard 
to persuade the college that the ex-
perience would justify missing a year 
at Wellesley. 
In f.act, Wellesley itself has no of-
fiicial Junior Year Abroad program. 
and students wanting to spend a year 
in a foreign cou!ltry must participate 
in those organized by Smith and 
Sweetbriar. The experience of living 
abroad, and learning to understand a 
different culture must be one of the 
most valuable a student can have, 
a!ld the junior year seems the best 
time. Moreover, as Joan Schumacher 
po~nted out, it "really doesn't cost 
much more than I'd be spending al-
ready." 
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Jlir, Jlarr, Jlnr 
The Massachusetts Bay Transporta-
tion Authority has recently revealed 
plans for the exte!lsion of its transit 
service, resulting from an agreement 
with Carmen's Union Local 589 which 
cleared the way for t:he MBTA to 
request $15.2 mil1ion in federal funds. 
Among the five proposed extensions, 
which will total 30 miles of new 
routes, is a branch running west to 
Framingham. 
Courier Lacks Funds, Staff 
Alabama's stude!lt-established civil 
rights newspaper, the Southern Cour-
ier, is in danger of extinction due to 
lack of Cunds and staff. "It's.a mir-
acle that we made it through the 
winter,'' says Peter Cummings, Har· 
vard '66, president of the Courier 
when it was started irl· July 1965. A 
grant of $10,000 from two New York 
foundations has guaranteed funds 
through May, but the paper is being 
published with a monthly deficit of 
$4,000 which must be met with do·!la-
tions. The Courier presently bas a 
circulation of 14,000. 
Training Program 
Across the Y·ard from Harvard, the 
Radcliffe Government Association 
and Philli~ Brooks House are spon· 
soring a joint program to permit 
Harvard/Radcliffe students to join 
VISTA or the Peace Corps without 
completing the normal training pro-
gl'am. The plan, initiated by Mrs. 
Mary I. Bunting, Radcliffe preside!lt. 
involves three stages: a summer of 
service work in the U.S.; an aca-
demic year seminar, possibly for 
credit, at Harvard; followed by an· 
other summer of service work either 
here or abroad. The White House in-
dicates that if the plan is successful 
it may be adopted as an alternative 
VISTA or Corps prereql,lisite. 
Unliberal Arts at Vassar 
Vassar has decided to restrict all 
student leaves with the exception of 
Junior Year Abroad and absences 
due to emergencies. Accord1ng to 
Elizabeth Daniels, dea!l of studies, 
such leaves are "disrupting" to the 
students, probably not as necessary 
for women as for men, and unfair 
to applicants turined down by the col-
lege because of a shortage of dormi-
tory space. Requests by seniors to 
do work at other institutions are 
viewed in the same light. 
The Vassar MJscellany News com-
ments "The word has gone out at 
Vassar that a liberal arts college can-
!lot afford to be very liberal about 
the education it offers . . . each 
'!ghtening of the restrictions on free-
~m of choice forces the student into 
the standardized pattern of the Vas-
~nr Education." 
Early Paper Return 
Goucher students, suffering under a 
recently-passed faculty proposal that 
3n early deadline be set for the 
handing i!l of term papers, have cir-
culated a petition requesting the fac· 
ulty to hand papers back by a second 
deadline, so that the students may 
consider the teachers' comme.1lits in 
:)reparing for exams. 
--------------------------------;----------- ----
Star Quits Opera, 
Premiere Delayed 
Library Increases Resources 
To Reflect Curriculum Changes Sarah Caldwell, artistic director of 
the Opera Company of Boston an.. 
subscribes to 1600 periodicals, repre- nounced on May IO the postponement 
se!lting a cross-section of all fields. of Arnold Schoen burg's opera, Moses 
Library Weaknesses and Aron. 
Weaknesses m the library are made The postponement, it has been re-
evident by a shift of emphasis in the \~oaled, is due ito the loss of the tenor 
curriculum. The library is now at- who was to sing the role of Aron. 
tempting to build up its non-Western \-fiss CaldweU had originally engag. 
resources. To supplement the new ed two singers for the part. The first. 
Chinese civilization course. for ex- the Czech Jaroslav Kachel, was forc-
ample, the library had to add t-0 its ed to withdr,aw when his own com-
Far Eastern collections. The library pany, the Berlin Opera, changed his 
al1so discovered that it lacked source l'epertoire. The second tenor, Mexi-
material on China and has since pur- ean Placido Domingo, reque!'ite<i to be 
clhased microfilm of the "North China released from his contract on May' 3. 
Herald'' and the "Chinese Recorder" feeling the part was "unsuitable" for 
valued at over a bhousand dollars. him. 
Perhaps the weakest resources are Change In Lecture 
the materials on Africa and South As a result, Miss Caldwell's lecture· 
students browse through books at U- America. Original sources from these rlemonstration, which was held here 
brary's annual sale. countries are difficult to obtain, stat- that night, had to be changed. Mr. 
ed Miss BroWlll. Domingo did oot come to sing, and in by Estelle Stevens '68 
"Libraries are not made; they 
grow." This book-lovers' adage is 
certainly applicable to the Wellesley 
Library, for it lhas g~wn from a nu· 
cleus of 8,000 volumes in 1875 to an 
excellent collection of 400,000. 
The history of the library is one of 
change and innovation. It opened m 
College Hall <formerly located where 
Tower Cour.t now is) with the Durant 
Collection. Ln the typical 19th century 
style, it was a small intimate library, 
where as one alumna said, one "could 
be alone with the books.·· In 1910, a 
new building was constructed on the 
present site of the library to accom-
modate the large number of books 
that the .Jibrary had acquired. By 
1914, most of the collection had been 
moved to the new library ,but valu-
abl'e books were lost in the College 
Hall fire. Additions have been built 
onto the originally T-shaped building 
- the most recent being the two 
wi!1gs tbat were added eight years 
ago. 
Budget Skyrockets the conrusion which followed his with-
Needless to say, Miss Brown com- drawal, Miss Caldwell forgot the 
mented, the library budget is sky- slides of the Berlin and London pro-
rocketing 1n order to keep up with duction with which Ehe had planned 
the high rate of publications. Pur- to illustmte her talk. 
chasing books is a continuous, non- She was not in the positio!l to an-
stop effort. Members of - both the nounce the postponement of the opera 
faculty and ·library staff detenrune dur~ng her lecture here, although 
w.hat books are needed. According Wellesley was notified of it nearly a 
to Miss Brow!l, the basic criterion week before it was made public. 
for buying new books is their suitabil- Search for Tenor 
ity to the Wellesley teaching pro- Official release of the infonnation 
gram. w·as delayed in the hopes that the 
There is no special committee for Company could secure Richard Lewis 
purchase suggestions: faculty mem- who had rnng the role in the Londo~ 
hers submit lists; the librarians study production, for the part, and thus !lot 
the book-circulation of the current ch.nnge the date of the May 22 pre-
year and consult book lists and bib- rmer. 
liographies; students suggest specific I Mr. Lewis, however, was unavail-
books. able, and ·the production has been re-
Co-op Program scheduled for November 2 and 6, with 
Purchases from the budget and George London and Richard Lewis in 
from special endowment funds num- the leading roles. This year's sub-
ber over 12,000 volumes annually. In scription tickets will be honored at 
addition, the libr:ary receives a num- next fall's perfonnances 
ber of gifts and book bequests each The dates of the previ~w perform-
. year. ance which WeUesl·ey students wi!J be 
Reflects Curriculum To open an even greater number of able to attend, and of the "Schoen-
"The strength of th~ libran:. follows librai-y resources to the Wellesley burg Festival" to be held on campus 
an.d reflects the curriculum.. st~tes , student, th~ library is a member of before the production, have not yet 
Mass Helen Brown, head hbranan. , a co-operative agreement with .the li- been announced. Tickets will be sold 
For eX'ample, ·the resources are braries of Tufts Northeastern B-Os-
strong in ~he field ~f ~~glish µtera- ton College, Bo~ton Universit~. and on campus either this spring or at 
ture. P. artlcularly s1gniflcant. is. the Brandeis. With a letter of m· ~roduc- the be~inning of the academic year, 
11 t f 1 th 'l and will be aV'ailable to the Classes 
co · ec ·ion o 9 century ~r1od1cals tion, a Wellesley student may use of 1966, the graduated seniors and •70 be.~· by an early gr~duatm~ class. these libraries. Harvard's Widener the incoming freshmen, as well as t~ 
Because the teaching philosophy and the MIT library cannot give ac- all other students. 
r>f Wellesley h~s always emphasIZed cess to their collections to U!Jlder-
the use of pnmary sources, the li- graduates because of the pressures of 
br3:Y . has ~ excel~ent collection of post-graduate research being done 
penod1cals, ' says Miss Brown. It now there. 
Scholarship Aid Increases 
SUMMER CAMPUS 
REPRESENTATIVES 
If you are an octgoing person with 
broad campus contacts, you may 
be eligible to earn sevcra! hun-
dred dollars during your free 
hours this summer as a college 
rep for a unique computer-dating 
servic_e. Write full partirnl~r". i11-
cluding your summer address, to: 
Harvard University decided last 
)ecember to install one hundred and 
ifty thousand dollars' worth of elec-
ric cable connecting all parts of the 
miversity i!l a closed-circuit tele-
1ision system. Several faculty groups 
u-e investigating possibilities for the 
ystem ~hich is to be completed by 
une 1st. 
Lectures Vldeo·Taped 
The ten miles of ·cable would make 
, possible to broadcast direct pro-
rams from Harvard in cooperation 
dth WGBH-TV. ·Lectures could be 
ldeo·taped ror later critical observa-
tion by professors or for student use. 
One lecture could be shown in sev-
eral halls at the same time 
It would be possible to ·feed im· 
mediately into computers results of 
experiments as they are realized be· 
fore the experimental process is com-
pleted. Information of various kinds 
could be stored in "memory ba!lks," 
·a kind of computerized card file, as 
a library service. Other universities 
have used closed-circuit TV to solve 




381 Park A venue South 
N.Y.C., 10010 
Political, Psychiatric Records 
Held as Confidential on Ca1npus 
Questions on academic freedom 
recently raised by Gerald Berlin's 
speech aP'pear less related to Welles-
ley than rumor might indicate. News 
has found (dormitory conversati<m t.o 
the contrary l that stud~nt visits to 
the college psychiatriic service are 
kept confidential and that no informa-
tion is passed on to dea!ls or house-
mothers. 
Exceptions arise in cases of threats 
to the lives of patients and others, 
in cases of severe illness, which 
requires intensive care away from 
Wellesley, and in cases of major aca-
demic trouble. 
Even in these circumstances, the 
relevant data is communicated only 
with the student's knowledge, and 
specific details are not revealed. On 
applications that ask if the student 
has ever sought psychiatric help, the 
psychiatrist must have the student's 
permission in writing to disclose any 
information whatever. 
Government applications must be 
signed under a perjury oath; gradu-
ate school forms do not have this 
requirement. Dr. Harold D. Stalvey, 
chief college psychiatrist ,said that 
he urges students to tell the truth 
about their psychiatric treatment; 
good schools should not discriminate 
against students for this reason, he 
commented. 
Notificatio!l of .parents is also done 
with the student's knowledge and. 
usually, her coosent. If she is admi·t-
ted to the infirmary for psychiatric 
reasons but is not severely ill, "de-
pression'· or "fatigue'' is the com-
plaint listed on the letter that the 
infirmary normally sends to the par-
ents of all inpatients, letters of which 
the patients are aware. If, on tJhe 
other hand, she is i·!l a coma, Dr. 
Stalvey said, there is no time to wait 
for her "knowledge and consent'' be-
fore notifying relatives. 
At Wellesley, medical records are 




are available at 
235-2830 
we will maJI 
demic records. General medical re-
cords may contain some psychiatric 
data, but highly personal psychiatric 
confidences are isolated in a locked 
file of their own. Massachusetts state 
law protects doctors and patients 
fro01 releasing any ki!ld of medical 
record !to parents, academicians. em-
ployers, etc. ) except in the case of 
subpoena, when physicians are legal· 
ly required to testify and to present 
their records in court. This has never 
happened at Wellesley. 
Administrative officials believe that 
students should concentrate on the 
co!lstructive help gained from psy-
chiatrict treatment, rather than sus-
pect that confidential information 
may be used against them. 
Disclosure of information about. a 
student's political beliefs slmuld also 
be made with her knowledge and 
consent , Miss Margaret Clapp com-
mented. She pointed out that some 
jobs require specific political knowl-
edge or involvement. Civi1 liberties 
groups intend to protect students 
from unfair probes into their politi-
cal beliefs. 
In regard to students arrested in 
civil disobedience activities, Miss 
Clapp agreed with Mr. Berlin thai 
they should be subject only to outside 
legal enforc~me!1t, not to extra col-
lege discipline, and that they should 







your home town 
Keg1~ter with 
c1 uniqui:· consulting service 
for new New Yorkers 
apartments I roommates / jobs 
socializing 
for free booklet, "' The Lisy VV.iv , .. 
or for more iniormation . 
clip, fill out , mad the 
coupon below . 
To: Mrs. Judy Weil. MIM, 
148 E.lst 72nd Street, New York, N.Y. 
O P~ease send me a copy oi " The Easy 
Way. 
School ________ _ 
Address _________ _ 
CALIFORNIA BOUND 
spend a 
SUMMER IN BERKELEY 
. Lo~ Cost Housing Near the Campus 
Active Social Programs - Residents work 5 hours 
each week to reduce costs 
ROOM & BOARD $94.92 
BOARD ONLY $59.64 
per each six-week session 
For Furth~r Information Contact: 
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS' 
CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION 
2175 Allston Way 
Berkeley, Californ.., 
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Harvard to 'Go on the Air' 
The Committee on Scholarships has tion of gift, loan, and work guaran-
doubled the total scholarship aid in tee. The gift normally constitutes 
the last ten years. From a little less 80-90 per cent of the total aid. Loans, by Jane Levin '67 1 "I think it's illegal," she said, "but 
than $300,000 in 1955-56, financial given to meet "not Jess than ten per ran down the road past t:he new it would have been faster." She 
awards for the past school year cent and not more than twenty per dorms. "Are you going to Oam- tugged at her ankle again, turned the 
amounted to over $600,000. cent of the applicant's lotal needs" bridge?" I tossed the question to the radio to a different station and began 
425 students - 25 per cent of the are automatically converted to a gift familiar figure disappearing at a sur- to smile. "Just think what fun it 
student body - received some form at the rate of 25 per cent per year prising pace down the road in front would have been," she added quietly, 
of financial aid this -year. Twenty- for each full year of teaching com- of me, expeoting the affirmative that "to throw the money in and try to 
nine awards were for the full tuition, !'leted during the first four years her particularly neat appearance ::ug- beat the light." 
room, and board fee. Nhety-nine £ollowi!1g graduation from Wellesley . gested. "Yes," she shouted back Catch A Bus, Lady 
were for a sum over $200. The ave- Conversion of loan to gift at the through the 'unseasonable' wind. I She looked at her foot. "People just 
rage amount awarded was $1410. rate of 25 per cent per year is also ran· to catch up, glad to have found don't walk anymore," she com-
Financial aid is offered in three made for one or more satisfactorily a compa!'lion for the bus-MTA-Park plained, her face beaming nonethe-
forms. Gift scholarships are sup- completed years of graduate study, Street-MTA ride into Cambridge. less and the irrepressible smile re-
ported by named and general schol- provided that study is foll.owed by When I fin.ally overtook her, I turning. "I asked a street superin-
arship funds, by annual gifts, and teaching within four or five years of asked if she were taking the 11:25 tendent how far it was to Watertown. 
by funds from the Wellesley Stu- graduation. bus, as if there were another pos- "Oh," he said, "it's really a long 
dents' Aid Society, There are non- No awards are available without sibility. "No, I'm walking," she an- walk, about a mile or a mile and a 
interest bearing loans, repayable two demonstrated financial need. A stu- swered. I smiled. "'Do you do this half. But if you just wa:lt over there 
years after a student leaves college. dent simply requests aid under the sort of thing often?" I asked. "No. on the corner, a bus wil1 come along." 
A work guara'1tee requires that up- general program and does not apply fir~t time to Cambridge. I was think- I stopped at a!'lother filling station 
perclassmen work about five hours a for a specific scholarship. Awards ing, though, between the first and for a few more band aids and con-
week in libraries, offices, or aca- are made for one year only and are second years of graduate school, I tinued. 
demic departments nn the campus. reco!'lsidered annually . could walk ·across the country. I "And what did you do when you 
" Because of the use of 'self-help,' " Each student's budget varies, for could probably make it to the Missis- got to Cambridge?" I asked expect-
said ~frs . Sullivan, "the college is the Committee takes into considera- sippi in a month and a half." ing a confession of collapse in the 
able to meet the full need uf appli- tion travel expenses, gauged by the The Bus middle of Harvard Square. "I walked 
cants.·· A student earns $190 for . cost of two round-trip coach tickets. 1 .Just then I saw what I thought was rlown Brattle Street eating a banana," 
term-time work. In addition to this. Thus, it is possible that of two com- 1· the bus. "See you in San 1'"rancisco!'' she informed me in her usual under-
~he is expected to provide $300 from parable girls, one. from San Fran- I shouted and ran. She didn't fol.low. stated manner. ''It was a huge ba-
surnmer employment. c1sco would receive possibly $500 
1 
r got to the bus stop a.!'ld waited. nana," she added as though that 
"lost students receive a combina- more than one from Boston. She didn't come out, after a couple rectified the :picture. I waited. "I had 
-~~~~~~~----~~~-------------- ' clm~u~s.the~sdW. ''lg~~~e ~ st~Md p~wme~~~ti~ oo 
w~s kidding ·about going to Cam- all of my blisters," the pacesetter 
bridge," I thought and watched S.S. , finally confessed. 
Pierce go by, Wellesley Image? 
Meanwhile on Route 16, my friend The image was complete. There she 
had encountered the first of her many stood on Brattle Street, impeccably 
obstacles. en route to Cambridge. She neat if a little windblown, yellow 
walked up to a policeman who was ~kirt , print blouse, green book bag, 
getting m1t of his patrol car. "Excuse "huge banana," bending over to put 
me,'' she said, ' ·but could you please unguerrti!'le on her blistered feet. 
tell me the shortest road from Water- "I must have slowed down at the 
town to Cambridge." The policeman end." she contiinued, stoically hiding 
suspiciously eyed the green book bag any sign of anguish the recollection 
she had over her shoulder. " And of those blisters must have caused. 
where do we go to school?" he asked. 
•·Wellesley College," she said. "Yeah.' "I was barely going a step a mi·nute by the time I got to Brattle Street." 
well I thought so. Listen, you should She looked footward and smiled 
be able lo fi!'ld your own way." again. "I ~ess I couldn't have been 
Filling Stations · 
So she did. She hit her stride gomg too slowly though; I walked 
around Watertown, leaving bunches right by John a!ld he had to walk up 
behind me and tap me on the shoul-
of children coming out of school for <!er- before I noticed him." 
lunch hour to stare and giggle at her 
as she strode by. She stopped only Gallant Date 
momentarily ito play some hopscotch "What did John do then?" I asked , 
in the chalked-in boxes on the pave- supposin.g that the Harvard man had 
ment. ~ome appropriate gesture for his date 
Unable to secure directions from who had walked considerably 'more. 
policemen, she 'followed her !'lose' . than half way· to meet him. "He 
.'.lll the way to Cambridge, ··stopping offered to carry my book bag,'' she 
nlong the way at every filling s tation said ; .,for him, t hat was quite a con-
for band aids, and at every restaur- cession." 
.'.l nt and snack bar for filling ." But Harvardian gallantry did not 
Take the Pike end there. "When we were about to 
The trek , stops and all. took four come back out," she told me, "we 
hours. It was not her appearance in could!l't find a ride. I suggested we 
the dormit ory but the blister-by-blister walk. He gave me a categorical no 
account that convinced me she had - after I told him I needed an esco~t 
really traversed. on foot. the whole since it was past ten." 
13 miles to Cambridge. "Did you Why Ob Why 
ro~sicie r the turnpike?" I queried. The question. of course, was the 
She sat down on the edge of her bed, reason for the march a pied. It 
I crossed her leg and pulled at the couldn't have been financial. There's :mkle of the knee-sock~a:nd-loafer-clad always studeot aid for ''every little 
f foot. emergency ." It clearly wasn't a sit-
We know the German word for 
dcctrolnmincsccncc 
We can get very technical. 
At Berlitz, we can give you a highly 
concentrated course dealing with technical 
words and phrases required for your masters 
or doctorate degree. 
Whatever your field is-chemistry, 
electronics, medicine, anything-we speak 
your language. In every language. 
Of course, if it's German you want, you'll 
still IParn things like, "Auf Wiedersehen." 
But we won't let you say it until you've learned 
ELEKTROLU M INESCENZ. 
Berlitz 
School of Languages 
The afternoon after the moring be-
fore. 
in or a freedom l'ide. And the Har-
vard date didn'•t sound worth it. 
"I like to walk ," she said. ".You 
can tell quite a bit about the people 
- from the smelts thHt come drifting 
out of the houses around noon. from 
th~ toys the kids are playing with on 
the lawns, and from the kind of band 
aids they give you at the filling sta· 
tions. •• 
A Few Detours 
I had assumed the trek was made 
:ilong route 16 but the lawns, toys 
and filling st;ations all sounded un-
familiar. "Oh that," she said, "well 
l did make a few detours. "I went 
i!'l to see a few of the new schools, 
like the new Horace Mann one, then 
I stopped to play a little hopscotch. 
You know," she said, "just the usual 
sort of thing.'' I wasn't so sure I did 
know. 
" Oh and then there was the fu· 
r.eral procession," she told me, try-
ing not to smile. "They passed me 
three times: once on route to the 
cemetery, once on the way to a 
house after the funeral, and once 
after leaving the house. They waved 
f o me the third time. That seemed 
a little irreverent. I mean with all 
1 he headlights on, everyone dressed in 
l':>lack and all that sort of thing:• 
After Effects 
I must have been staring for sev-
er al minutes at the loafer and knee-
sock clad feet, hoping, I suppose, to 
catch sight of a iprotruding blister. 
"Did you have any after-effects?'' I 
asked. Just then her roommate e!l-
tered the room. She looked up at her. 
"You notice I didn 1t ask you to go 
on a walk today," she commented 
half to her roommate and half to me. 
Th <:> other girl smiled parasympa-
thetically . .. I noticed we both man-
aged to avoid each other." she said. 
"I did an incredible, unprecedented 
stint at the libe." 
Great Adventure 
"It must have been a great. adven-
ture," I said. "The great walk, I 
mean, not the library stint." 
"Wen , it w.asn't as exciting as the 
time I walked around the lake at 
home," she informed me. "That was 
about 27 miles with huge bluffs and 
a few snakes and things. It was a 
much more earthshaking venture 
than this. It only took seven hours. 
~hough... she added parenthetically, 
JUSt so I would know it was 'only 
relatively earthshaking.· 
For the Future 
For those anticipating the walk 111 
the near future , the blistered senior 
had a few words of advice. "!l's a 
good idea to do practice walks,•• she 
said. "but it's a better idea to prac· 
tice faces for all the policemen who 
are convinced 'we can find our own 
way', for all the gas station atten-
dants who offer rides with their band 
aids, for all the giggling children . 
for all the street superintendents wh~ 
favor buses, for all the women who 
sell bananas o!'lly in bunches, for all 
the Harvard dates who offer only to 
carry your book bag, and for all the 
Wellesley girls who smile smugly end 
shout 'see you in San Francisco!' " 
Piano Player . .. 
Conlln11,J ffom '"''' orw 
The mixture of crime-melodrama, 
romance and slapstick comedy never 
''gells." The film is full of "unresol-
ved. inexplicable, disharmonious ele-
ments, irony and slapstick and de-
f eat all compou!'lded - not arbitrari-
ly - but in terms of the film maker's 
efforts to find some expression of his 
own anarchic experience." The hu-
mor and the humanity of it elude 
review, or preview. 
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Vietnam Panel ... 
Continued from page four 
fighing, why we are fighting, and 
what we are fighting for .' ' 
Ambiguity of China 
Mrs. Green, like the other two 
speakers, pointed out the ambiguity 
of China's involvement in Vietnam. 
She asked whether our fighting in 
Vietnam would have a!l effect oo. 
containing China 's expansion. 
In other areas of foreign policy. 
Mrs. Green noted that the war is 
preventing the United States from 
taking advantage of the polycentrism 
in Eastern Europe and the Soviet 
U!lion. and is nullifying our chances 
for accord with the Soviet Union, 
particularly on a treaty for non-




Newport to Host 3 Festivals 
Newpart, Rhode Island, will host 
three major music festivals this July. 
The Newport Jazz Festival, now in 
its thirteenth year, will be held on 
its traditional weekend, July 1 to 4. 
For the first time, New York' ~ 
~etropolitan Opera will join the New· 
port Festi\'als to present America's 
first major summer Opera Ft'stivaJ. 
Presenting four operas in concert 
form, the Opera Festival will ru!l 
from ,July 12 lo 17 and the programs 
The Citizen Exchange Corps is 
sponsoring a new program of 
study-exchange visits m the USSR 
this summer. The program, which 
requires no Russian language 
background, involves two weeks 
in Moscow and one in Leningrad 
in classrooms, with additional 
meetings and field trips. 
will include a unique series of mu-
"i"al and technical afternoon work· 
shops. 
Tile Newpart Folk Foundation wfll 
once again present its annual Folk 
Festival, July 21 to 24,. with an addi -
: io:i,al day of folk music on July 20 
featuring a program designed to in· 
troduce children to the sounds of that 
:dnd of music. 
George Wein, producer of the New-
•mrt Festivals, announced a new 
ticket' policy for the three festh'nl:- . 
A 2~ 1 c.c discount will be gh·en on nll 
tickets for all festivals purchased by 
mail prior to l\lay 15. The list prices 
for Jazz and Folk will he s:uo. $4.50 
.'.md S5.50 ; for Opera. $3.50. $5.50 and 
<::7.50. For further information writt' 
' he Newport .Jazz, Opera. or Folk 
festival Newport, Rhode Island 
To her, the important domestic re· 
percussions were to ·be found in the 
increasing aJienation of youth, i!ltel-
lectuaJs, and liberals, from the pol· 
icy of the government. One of the 
main problems in withdrawing from 
Vietnam lies with the President him· I 
~elf; any settlement reached must · 
satisfy President Johnson that he has l 
not damaged himself politically in the i 
United States. 
Sue Gifl '6'8 with painting from her exhibit in Hoom f. The exhibit will 
continue for several days. Photo by Karin Rosenthal '67. 
There are still openings ror stu-
dents on groups that will leave 
New York on July 9, Aug. 5, and 
Aug. 27. The rost is $745 per ex-
changee. Faculty from many 
leading American universities will 
a~company the students, and will ! 
be augmented by a group of co· 
operating Soviet proressors. The 
inter-disciplinary program has I 
been accredited at several U.S . . 
colleges. : 
Sarah Caldwell, artistic director 
of The Opera Company of Boston. 
and Laszlo J . Bonis, its executive 
vice 'President, have announced 
plans for the 1966-1967 Feason. 
Miss Caldwell, who will again 
~tage every production, has chosen 
five operas for the coming season. 
These are Verdi's Macbeth, Von 
Weber's Der Frelscbutz, Puccini's 
Tosca, Bartok's Trilogy, which is 
made up of The Miraculous Manw 
darin, Bluebeard's Castle, and The 
Wooden Prince, and a repeat of' 
this season's outstanding success. 
Rame~:m·s Hlppolyte et Ariel~. to 
be performed in English for the 
first time. 
D' Amato, Gittelsohn Debate ... 
Continued from Paf(e four 
Mr. D'Amato suggested that the 
Mr. Cohen emphasized that other nations of Southeast Asia and the 
factors, which are peculiar to the rest of the world are glad that the 
i·ndividual Asian country, must be United States is in Viet Nam. although 
taken into account before one can for politic.al reasons they are unable 
say that the Chinese are only using to state such feeling publically. 
Vietnam as a stwting point; Thai- Future Course? 
land for example probably won't faU FoUowi!lg criticism of this idea by 
to the Chinese even if the United Rabbi Gittelsohn, Mr. D'Amato clari-
States isn't militarily supporting it. fied his position, admitting that some 
Dissent, a Check? of the nations are "happy because 
we're in a mess" but asserting that 
Mr. Cohen views the domestic others are pleased by the United 
scene a little differently from his col- States' show of strength and willing-
leagues. He feels that it is in Presi- iness to take an active part in the 
dent Johnson's interest for dissent to problems of another country. 
continue, regardless of what the Pre- The end of the debate focused on 
sident said in his Princeton speech. Rabbi Gittelsohn's proposals for U.S. 
Even though dissent may seem futile, future scHon. He suggested an appeal 
it has probably been a check on more to the U.N., a cease fire, free elec-
1"1ash policy in Vietnam, because it tions as soon as possible, and with-
helps p)ace the war in perspective. dl'1awal of our troops as soon as an 
Mr. Cohen then read an article in international force can replace them. 
the May 8 Boston Globe which had A key provision, he noted, would be 
interviewed 88 seriously injured men, United States public agreement. i·!l ad-
who had returned from Vietnam. vance to including South Viet Nam, 
Eighty of these men declared that North Viet Nam, the Viet Cong and 
''you can't trust the Vietnamese" and Red China in negotiation discussions. 
·that "you can't tell at all who the nme Right? 
Viet Cong are." This article empha· Practical problems, however, com· 
sized the "futility of a war where you 'Plicated Rabbi Gittelsohn's proposals. 
don't even know who your enemy is." •'Who, ' • Mr. D' Amato queried, "would 
Withdrawal, How? contribute to the peace force?" How 
The discussion iperiod which f<>llow- would national elections be weighed 
ed the speakers' presentations was and how would they be run? ''Fur-
f ast-paced and informal. Mr. Wag- thermore," he said, "it is unlikely 
ar's speculation concerni!lg how the 1 that this is the time for negotiations U.S. could withdraw, precipitated a and failure now might destroy the 
discussion on means of withdrawal. possibility of such discussions at a 
A debate between Mrs. Green and more propitious time.' ' 
Mr. Cohen on using an enclave man· All in all, this debate pointed once 
uevre as an interim step to with- again to several major difficulties i'll 
drawal ensued. A suggestion of im- dealing with -the situation in Viet 
plementi!'lg United States policy and . Nam: the seeming discrepancy in 
aid through an international organi- 1 factual material, the difficulty in de-
zation was also liaised. termining the reliability of various 
Leave Your Heavy Winter Clothes 
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informaticn sources. the problem of 
emotional involvement, and the in-
extricability of moral convictions I 
from the reality of po1itical consider-
ations. 
The debate admittedly .. barely 
scratched the surface of the Viet Nam I 
situation," but nevertheless facili -
tated its momentary illurni!lation. 
Information is available from i 
the CEC Field Institute, 550 Filth l 
Avenue, New York. 
! 
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CORCORAN FORD is a National Franchised System of Ford 
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Tree Day ... 
Contlnwd from ,... oM 
apotropaic, and those who participate 
in them will never suffer the unplea-
sant fate of those few who failed to 
recognize their importance, like 
Agave, or the daughters of Minyas, 
and their respective children, or like 
the daughters of Proetus, who in their 
madness wandered for a full calendar 
year. 
Koff To Direct Handel Concert · 
In Jewett on Sunday, May 22 
It is therefore hoped that as many 
students and faculty members as pos-
sible will be able to attend. As Flo-
rence Converse, Wellesley's biogra-
pher, depicts it, "to see <at Tree 
Day) veiled Cupid, like a living flame, 
come streaming down among the hill-
side trees, down, swift as fire. to the 
waiting Psyche, is !lever to forget." 
Kaleidoscope . 
Continued from page one 
The film itself achieves artistic 
excellence. Mr. Gu1ick, professor of 
history. who saw "Kaleidoscope" here 
last year, highly recommends this 
"well-made relaxed documentary" to 
"anyone who is interested in art and 
the craft side of art." 
Marianne Moore ... 
ConJintu·d from r<J.'!t Three 
Squirrel' in a student literary maga-
zbe. It's by Yeats or Blake - I 
don't remember which - and I like it 
immensely." Of her own poems, <;he 
prefers "The Arctic Ox." "It's not so 
stale. John Teal 1 whose article in 
Atlantic Monthly on his musk oxen 
farm inspired the poem 1 is still in 
Alaska capturing them and lecturing 
at Abercrombie & Fitch." 
Robert Koff, a specialist in 18th 
century performance practice will di-
rect a Program of Concerted Music 
of Ha!ldel in Jewett auditorium Sun-
day, May 22, at 3:30 p.m. 
Handel's "Concerto in G Minor" 
will open the program. Composed by 
the creater of the Messiah at the age 
of 18, this oboe concerto featuring 
soloist Raymond Taubman · typifies 
early Handel music. The program 
lhen progresses through a series of 
arias taken from lesser-known Italian 
operas of Handel. One of them, "Cara 
spousa," from Rinaldo, is considered 
by 18th c:e!ltury critics to be one of 
the best airs in its style ever com-
CPEO Expands ... 
Continutd from pagt ont 
and also to other institutions asso-
ciated with the College Admissions 
Center. It has operated for three 
years. 
Expanded Operation 
The grant will make it possible for 
the program to expand its operations. 
Charles P. McCarthy, director of the 
CPEO, hopes to contact three times 
as many students now, with a special 
interest in reaching them before they 
arc seniors. 
The project will seek to make in-
creased contacts in the West and 
Midwest. and in the Puerto Rican 
population of New York City as well 
.as the Negro _groups. The permanent 
staff of the CPEO at Yale will in-
crease from four to eight men. 
Miss Moore showed herself very I Miss Moore then expressed the fear 
sympathetic and receptive to a liter- that the audience had not been able lo 
ary compilation by some Harvard understand her, or that she had read 
students, commenting. ''I've read I too long, adding, "I had a good time 
some terrible verse lately.'' here." Our answer, unvoiced, was 
MUSIC 
posed by Handel. Saturday, May 21 - Pianist Hiroko 
The final concerto on the program Leo:ig plays selections from Brahms 
expresses Handel at the summit of and Chopin at the Isabella Stewart 
his career, thus carrying the listener Gard:-ier Museum at 3 p.m. 
from the composer's productive be- Sunday, May 22 - A piano and 
g:nning to the culmination of his violin concert given at the Isabella 
fully-developed style. Stewart Gard!ler Museum features 
A ten-member string ensemble will pieces by Leclair, Ives, Paganini, 
ryerform wibh Koff. Miss Eleanor Schumann, and Beethoven. 
Davis, voice instructor at Wellesley, ART 
will make her fbal appearance in A collection of photographs by Ann 
.Jewett as the mezzo-soprano soloist Parker Neal and Stephen Gers is on 
in the arias. Other members of the display at the Creative Photography 
music department, Miss Evelyn Gallery, 120 Mass. Ave., Armory 
B:irry, John Crawford, and William Building W31 Third Floor, MIT, Mon-
Herrmann will perform O!l the harp- day through Friday, 12 Nocin to p. 
.--.ichord. 1 p.m. F'ree. 
Setchkarev Considers V aloe 
of Russian Emigre Literature 
by Amanda Wiles '68 
With scholarly sincerity professor 
Vsevolod M. Setchkarev opened his 
lecture "Contemporary Russian Liter-
ature Outside of Russia" last Wed-
nesday by establishing the danger of 
surveying fifty years of recent liter-
ary development of which ''time has 
not made its choice." 
A Russi·an emigre himself, the pro-
!cssor viewed his subject as a side-
arm which would someday "flow intn 
the mainstream" of Russian litera-
ture to be a part of its best achieve-
ments . The eloquently purposeful 
manner of speech seemed to reflect 
an cmigre appreciation and devotio1 
to literary art and <as he noted in 
~reaking of the artistic poverty of' 
recent Soviet Russi·a) its necessary 
Nndition of freedom . 
beauty together." It concerned itself 
with last questions about life and 
death i!l "deliberate and refined sim-
plification of expression" which cuts 
one like a razor blade - "you don't 
feel too much, but you bleed to 
death." 
He gave several prose translations 
of Ivanov's poems full of bitter hor-
ror, and then read the Russian orig-
inals to reveal the poetry of sound. 
rhythm and meter. For Ivanov and 
the poets of Paris the art form was 
the salvation of beauty in the hope-
less life they saw. 
Dying Tradition 
The exhibit, ''Henri Matisse Retro-
spective," continues at the Boston 
Museum of Fine Arts. The show fea-
tures 354 works and fully documents 
Matisse's development and achieve-
ments in each medium. Admission 
$1.00. 
THE.TRE 
The Way Out of the Way In, pre· 
'"ented by the Theatre Company of 
Boston, continues at the Hotel Brad-
ford Roof, Fridays and Saturdays at 
8: 30 and 10: 3:l p.m., other nights 
at 9 p.m. 
MOVIES 
Saturday and Sunday, May 21 and 
22 - Bogart plays a detective in The 
l\faltc<ie Falcon at the Brattle Thea-
tre, Cambridge at 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 
and 9:30. 
Monday through Thursday, May 23-
26 - The Treasure of Sierra Madre 
directed by John Huston and starring 
Bogart plays at the Brattle, 5: 15, 
7:30, and 9:45. 
Dar!ing is at the Park Square Cin-
ema, Patch of Blue at the Exeter, 
and The Silencers at the Keith Mem-
orial. Caressed is playing at the Ken-
more Square until May 25, when 
Morgan opens. 
Wellesley College has received 
an unrestricted grant of $2,000 
from the International Nickel 
Company, the fifith annual unre-
stricted gift made by bhe corpora-
tion to Wellesley. 
Edsel vs. Turtletopper ... Acid and Beauty Besides his incisive samplings and 
acute descdption of the works of poet 
George Ivanov and novelist Vladim:r 
Nabokov, Mr. Setcharev mentioned 
those of Ivan Bunin, Mark Aldanov, 
Boris Zaitzev, IVian Shmelev, Dimitry 
Mr. Setchkarev went on to deftly 
describe the conscious complexity and 
"organic gift for composition" of 
Nabokov 's work <including Lolita, 
The Gift, Invitation to a Beheadingl , 
which remained unknown remarkably 
long. 
He pointed out the peculiar prob-
lems of emigre artists - writing for 
e<n uninterested foreig!l public and 
overcoming suspicions of communist 
subversion. Professor Setchkarev 
predicted the coming death of emigre 
literature. The second major emigra-
tion in the forties bears Stalin's steri-
lizing influence, he S>aid, and has 
spread diffusely outside of Russia. 
The second generation emigres can 
not continue the literary tradition, 
because of their loss of command of 
the Russian language. 
Over the years, the grants have 
been used for a variety of pur-
poses, including the purchase of 
microscopes for the biology de-
partment, assistance in renovat-
ing the shop in the physics de-
partmen t, and the provision of 
fina!lcial aid to students from 
Canada. 
"The grants are ~uperbly help-
ful because they are unrestricted 
and can be used for .any of the 
general purposes of the college," 
said Miss Virginia V. Sides, ad-
ministrative vice president. 
C ontiniud from pas' tlt,1• 
vey the feeli!lg," he wrote. 
Miss Moore was · impressed: "The 
sketches. They are indeed exciting; 
they have quality, and the toucan 
tones lend tremendous allure-con-
firmed by the wheels. Half the magic-
sustaining effects of this kind. Looked 
at upside down, furthermore, there is 
a sense of fish buoyancy." 
' 'The Impeccable" came to mind. 
From there Miss Moore proceeded to 
·'The Resilient Bullet.'' "The l!ltelli-
gent Whale,'' .. The Ford Faberge 
rithat there is also a perfume Faberge 
seems to me to do no harm here. 
allusion to the ori~inal silversmith)," 
"The Arc-en-Ciel." 
For another month she continued 
to submit suggestions, rnnging from 
"Mongoose Civique" and "Aeroterre" 
to "Turbotorc." The names became 
gradually more esoteric, familiar only 
to crossword-puzzle devotees: "'I'ris-
kelion rthree-legs runni!lg\," "Pluma 
Piluma lhairfine, featherfootl,'' "Tur-
cotingo <turquoise cotinga - the co-
tinga being a solid indigo South 
American finch or sparrowl.'' 
"Utopian 'furtletop" 
She wrote Mr. Young: "I have a 
three-volume treatise on flowers that 
might produce something, but the im-
pression given should certainly be 
unlabored." 
Finally, she hit on something which 
pleased her: "May I submit utopian 
Turtletop? Do not trouble to answer 
unless you like it.'' 
The reply came in the form of 24 
r~ses and white pine and eucalyptus, 
with a card •reading, "To Our Favor-
ite Turtletopper." Miss Moore ex-
pressed "gratitude to unmiserly Mr. 
Young and his idealistic associates." 
A few weeks later Mr. Young wrote 
that, "Our label is still in a state of 
indecision. Contributions have been 
entered from many directions, and 
those from our "favorite turtletop-
per'' rate among itihe most interesting 
of all. 
••A Certain Ring" 
Mr. Young left Ford to serve a 
stint with the Coast Guard. The cor-
respondence was resumed almost a 
year later by David Wallace, Mani-
ager of the MR Dept. He sent Miss 
Moore advance notice of the name 
selected: 
.. We have chosen a name out of 
the more than 6000-0dd , candidates 
that we gathered. It has a certain 
ring to it. A!l air of gaiety and zest. 
At least, that's what we keep saying. 
Our name, dear Miss Moore, is -
Edsel." 
"Ford Identity" Merezhkovskey and others in his sur-
Miss Moore replied: "You have the vey. He concerned himself with the 
certainly ideal thing - with the Ford first great emigration i!l the early 
Identity indigenously ~mbolized." twenties which establis-hed primary 
t Edsel is a Ford family name. l colonies of Russian culture in Paris 
She added, "I am a little piqued Berlin, Prague. Belgrad, and Sophia'. 
that I concentrated on physical phe- where Russian communities of intel-
nomena." Chamcteristically, she con- lectual activity and artistic effort 
eluded in saying, "Mr. Young is pos- existed. 
sessed of esprit and I ho;:>e is thriv-1 With hfo television-spy accent Mr. 
i!lg." Setch.karev described the Paris brand 
End of story: For those who don't I of emigre poetry as "whispered," 
remember, the Edsel was a "colos- "quiet. tragic speech:' or "acid and 
sal" flop. Who knows if "Turtletop- • =----·-;;.,-;;.-;;.,-;.·.---. -_ -_....;.;,..;;;--..;,;;;.._ .. 
per" might have saved the series 1 
from its rapid demise. But then. as 1 
1nother poet put it. "what's in a , 
nume?'' 
1964 Triumph Spitfire 
13.000 Miles 
Hardtop. soft lop tonn('au. R ·~ H, 
WW. security alarm system. An-
drew Balcomb. 547-(i963. 
CAMBHIDGE APARTMENT -
Jun-Aug. 71 '.! rms: ~ BR - Sleeps 
ti . K \\'.wall-oven-dish\\' asher . 12 
min Harvard Sq. '.i Arlingto:1 St. 
~300 mo. UN 3-Ci8H2 . 
WANTED - fwo used women's 
bicycles. If you have one to 5ell. 
call: Mrs. Leavitt at 144-9073 or 
Mrs. Borodach 3t 449-0933. 
ORDER YOUR STORAGE BOX 
NOW! Orders must be in by May 
27. !Not May 31.) See posters on 
d-0rm bulletin boards. 
Ensemble music of Handel will be 
performed in Jewett auditorium 
Sunday afternoon, May ·22, at 3:30 
p.rn. . Featured mezzo-soprano 
soloist is Miss Eleanor Davis. 
voice instructor at WeUesley Col-
lege. Robe;~; Koff is to be the 
principal violinist in the ensemble. 
MARK STEVENS 
famous-name shoes 
Feminine Footwear Fashions 
At&ractiYely Low-Priced 
S64A Washington St, Wellesley Sq. 
CE 5-3603 
Across from the 
Wellesle1 National Bank 
Open Friday night 'tll 9 P.M. 
GET DISCOUNT CARD 
on Patent Medicines - Vitamins -
Cosmetics - Toiletries - Etc. at 
CARROLL'S (Sal-Mac, Inc.) 
572 Washington Street 
opposite Village Church 
Call CE 5-2489 for Free Delivery 
Hours Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.·6 p.m. 
Thirty for $1.00. Wallet-size, blac.k 
and white snapshots made from 
any portrait during May. Delivery 
time, 10 days. BUBERT'S PHOTO 
SUPLIES, 543 Washington Street, 
WeUesley. 
WHY DO MEN BULLY WOMEN? 
_ The latest b('loli; b~· \\'. I'. 
Lud.:r (whose preceding bonk. Ont> l'eurl 
of Gw.11 Price, was called b\ Jh« 
C'hristian Herald a " monuinemal 
no,·el ··) exposo:s the fallae' of 1ho: 
··No:" l\torali1y ·· and oll'o.:rs ·a p('l,jij,..: 
altc·rnati'o:: 
A New Approach to Sex 
A reply by a Quaker ~o Towards a 
Quaker View of Sex and Honest 
to God .$85 paperback, at your 
bookshop. Farnsworth Books, 44 
Farnsworth Street, Boston. Mass .. 
02210. 
Community Playhouse 
~ellesley Hiiis C Edar 5-0047 
£v9ninga at 7:41 
Sun. Continuous Beglnnlno 4: 11 
Now Showing! En:ls Sat., May 21 
James Stewart in 
"The Flight of the Phoenix" 
Sun., Mon., Tues., May 22-23-24 
Cary Grant and Eva Marie Saint in 
"NORTH BY NORTHWEST" 
, 
7 Days Beginning Wed., May 25 
Julie Christie in "DARLING'' 
Sat., Sun., Mon. at 2 May 28-29-30 . 
Herman's Hermits in "Ho!d On!" 
BALLET'' in color 
May 20-24 
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